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We calculate the area, edge and corner Renyi entanglement entropies in the ground state of the
transverse-field Ising model, on a simple-cubic lattice, by high-field and low-field series expansions.
We find that while the area term is positive and the line term is negative as required by strong
subadditivity, the corner contributions are positive in 3-dimensions. Analysis of the series suggests
that the expansions converge up to the physical critical point from both sides. The leading area-law
Renyi entropies match nicely from the high and low field expansions at the critical point, forming
a sharp cusp there. We calculate the coefficients of the logarithmic divergence associated with the
corner entropy and compare them with conformal field theory results with smooth interfaces and
find a striking correspondence.
PACS numbers:
Interest in studies of many-body quantum-
entanglement encompasses many areas of physics.
On the one hand, these are important in studies of black
hole thermodynamics and the holographic principle [1].
On the other, they are informative about topological
and quantum-critical phases of matter [2–4]. They
can provide measures of thermalization in systems far
from equilibrium [5] and form the basis for classifying
stability of quantum field theories under renormalization
[6, 7]. Yet, many questions remain, especially in relating
continuum field theory results on smooth manifolds with
lattice-defined models with sharp edges and corners.
In the ground state of a gapped non-topological phase
of a lattice statistical model, bipartite entanglement en-
tropy is entirely associated with the boundaries between
subsystems.[8] As we increase the dimensionality (D),
various boundaries of reduced co-dimension can arise. In
case of 3-dimensional simple cubic lattice, the bound-
aries can consist of planar-surfaces, line-edges and point-
corners (See Fig. 1). As the critical coupling is ap-
proached the entanglement entropies are expected to de-
velop singularities.[3, 4] These singularities are weakest
for the manifold with smallest co-dimensionality and they
are most singular for corners or points in the boundary, in
which case they are expected to diverge logarithmically,
irrespective of dimensionality. An interesting question is:
Are these corner logarithms related to logarithmic sin-
gularities in 3+1 continuum quantum-field theories with
smooth interfaces?
Singularities in the entanglement entropy are exten-
sively studied in 1D quantum models thanks to conformal
field-theory methods and density matrix renormalization
group (DMRG).[2, 5] There have also been several com-
putational studies of the singularities in 2D,[9–17] and
strong support for universal behavior has emerged. Most
of the studies so far have been for Renyi rather than Von
Neumann entanglement entropy as the former are ex-
pected to be just as good at capturing universal behavior.
Recent work by Chandran et al [18] has raised the pos-
FIG. 1: Interfaces on a simple cubic lattice are made up of
planes (shaded region), edges (solid line) and corners (circle).
In a continuum a sphere represents a smooth interface. Are
log singularities for a cubic interface on a lattice related to
those for a spherical interface in the continuum?
sibility of a fictitious Renyi-index dependent transition,
which could spoil their universality. The numerical ev-
idence presented here suggests that the transition point
is independent of the Renyi index and coincides with the
physical critical point [19].
We study Renyi entanglement entropies of the
transverse-field Ising model on the simple-cubic lattice,
by high and low-field series expansions.[20, 21] These
methods enable separate calculations of area, edge and
corner entropies, thus allowing us to isolate weaker terms
associated with line-edges and point-corners.
The leading area-law entropy must be positive. By
simply generalizing the strong subadditivity argument for
corners in the 2-dimensional case,[22] one can show that
the line entropy must be negative in three-dimensions.
Although, the strong subadditivity is only proven for the
von Neumann entropy, the Renyi entropies also obey the
predicted signs. We find that the entropies also alternate
in sign as we go from area to edge to corner entropy.
Our series analysis results are in good agreement with
the leading ‘area-law’ term having a 1/ξ2 singularity, as
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FIG. 2: Ratio of successive series coefficients in the variable
λ2 = (J/h)2 for the ‘area-law’ coefficient of various Renyi
entropies. Only 2nd, sixth and tenth Renyi entropies are
shown. The difference between successive Renyi entropies is
very tiny. The critical-point value, known from the study of
other ground state properties, is shown by a solid line. As-
suming standard scaling for the singular part of the ‘area-law’
term, the ratio of coefficients must asymptotically approach
the critical-point with the slope given by the dashed line.
expected from scaling arguments.[10] For the all impor-
tant corner term, we simply bias the series to have the
expected logarithmic singularity at the critical point and
estimate the coefficient of log divergence.
From the point of view of critical phenomena, 3 + 1-D
is at the boundary where Gaussian or free fixed point be-
comes stable.[23] Thus, a correspondence with free field
theory is expected, modulo logarithmic corrections. One
should note that even in 2 + 1-D, the log coefficients for
free field theory and Ising criticality are not far from each
other [12]. However, we are not aware of a field theory
calculation for a lattice model with a corner. Conformal
field theory has been used to study logarithmic singular-
ity associated with smooth interfaces[24–26]. On a lat-
tice, we can define a closed surface consisting of a cube,
with 8 corners. Quite remarkably, we find that the log
singularity in the corner entropy for a cube, and its de-
pendence on the Renyi index, is quite close to 1/8th of
the result for a sphere. This is potentially a deep result
and deserves further theoretical attention[24].
The transverse-field Ising Hamiltonian is
H = −h
∑
i
Sxi − J
∑
〈i,j〉
Szi S
z
j . (1)
We expand around both the J = 0 and the h = 0 lim-
its of the model. Various ground state properties can be
calculated as a power series expansion in the variables
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FIG. 3: Ratio of successive series coefficients in the variable
x2 = (h/4J)2 for the ‘area-law’ coefficient of various Renyi
entropies. Only second, sixth and tenth Renyi entropies are
shown. The difference between them is very tiny. The critical-
point value, known from the study of other ground state prop-
erties, is shown by a solid line. Assuming standard scaling for
the singular part of the ‘area-law’ term, the ratio of coeffi-
cients must asymptotically approach the critical-point with
the slope given by the dashed line.
λ = J/h or x = h/4J [11, 20, 21]. When a system is bi-
partitioned into two subsystems A and B, the αth Renyi
entropy is defined as
Sα(A) =
1
1− α
lnTr (ρˆαA) , (2)
where ρˆA = TrB |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| is the reduced density matrix for
subsystem A.
When the infinite system is bipartitioned by a plane
(such as the XY plane), the ground state has an entropy
per unit area. To define an entropy per unit length,
we consider dividing the system by two perpendicular
planes. The area contributions can be canceled out analo-
gous to the calculation of corner entropy in 2D[11, 13, 16]
leaving one with an edge-entropy associated with a 90 de-
gree edge. To define a pi/2 solid angle corner entropy, we
consider the intersection of three perpendicular planes.
Once again, the area and edge entropies can be canceled
out by suitable subtraction, leaving one with the corner
entropy. If one has a closed cubic interface with large
linear dimension, it can be decomposed into planar sur-
faces, 90 degree edges and pi/2 corners. Within pertur-
bation theory, the total entanglement across the cube is
the sum of each contribution.
Let the entropy per unit boundary-area be defined as
aα = Sα/A, the entropy per unit length for a 90 degree
edge be defined as sα = Sα/L, and the corner entropy
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FIG. 4: Plots of the ‘Area-law’ or entanglement entropy per
unit boundary area for the second and third Renyi indices.
Results of both small field and large field expansions are
shown. The vertical solid line shows the known critical value.
A Pade approximant and a biased differential approximant
(BDA) are shown in each case for comparison. One can see
that the critical singularities only show up very close to the
critical point.
for a pi/2 solid-angle be defined as cα. Series expansion
coefficients for aα, sα and cα are calculated complete to
order λ14 in the high-field expansions and to order x22 in
the low-field expansions.
We first study the critical point of the leading entropy,
that is the area-law term, to find where it becomes sin-
gular. To locate this critical point, we calculate the ratio
of coefficients rn = an/an−1. These coefficients should
approach 1/λ2c or 1/x
2
c as n → ∞. The critical point of
the model is well known from previous series expansion
study[27] to be at 1/λc = 5.15. In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we
show the ratio of coefficients from the high and low field
expansions respectively. The value of the known critical
coupling is also shown. Also shown as a dashed-line is
the asymptotic slope along which the rn should approach
the critical value as n→∞, assuming a 1/ξ2 singularity
with ν = 1/2.[23, 28] From the high-field expansion, we
find that the numerical values are in very good agree-
ment with the expectations from scaling theory. Note
that the data include ratios for second, sixth and tenth
Renyi entropies. Evidently there is no discernible depen-
dence of the critical point on the Renyi index. However,
we should note that a very small variation in the critical
point would probably not be distinguishable in our study.
The low-field expansions show a strong alternation,
which is not unusual for series expansions around an or-
dered phase (also sometimes called a low temperature
expansion[20]). However, they also provide strong sup-
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FIG. 5: Plots of the ‘edge’ entanglement entropy or entan-
glement entropy per unit length at an edge in the inter-
face. Results of both small field and high field expansions
are shown. The vertical solid line denotes the known critical
value. A Pade approximant and a biased differential approx-
imant (BDA) are shown in each case for comparison.
port for the idea that the singularities happen at the crit-
ical point and there is no variation in the critical point
with the Renyi index.
The area and line coefficients are analyzed both by sim-
ple Pade approximants that lack critical behavior and a
biased differential approximant, which builds in a power-
law singularity at the critical point. They are shown in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. Outside the critical re-
gion, where simple Pade approximants and biased differ-
ential approximants agree, our results should be highly
accurate. One finds that the critical behavior only sets
in when one is within a few percent of the critical point.
Furthermore, we find that the leading ‘area-law’ entropies
nicely meet together from the high and low temperature
sides, forming a sharp cusp there. This is further evi-
dence that the only singularity in the system is at the
physical critical point. We do not find any evidence for
a log singularity in the line term, although, it would be
difficult for series analysis to reliably deal with coexisting
power-law and logarithmic singularities.
We now turn to the key quantity of interest in the
paper, namely, the corner entropy and its logarithmic
singularity. We expect that, on approach to the critical
point, the corner entropy behaves as
cα = c
s
α ln ξ = −ν c
s
α ln (λc − λ). (3)
where csα should be universal. By scaling, it should equal
the coefficient csα lnL in the logarithmic size dependence
in an L × L × L system, when the system is at the crit-
ical coupling[4, 13]. We are interested in a comparison
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FIG. 6: Log singularity coefficients in the corner entropy com-
pared with 1/8 of the log singularity coefficients for a sphere
in conformal field theory as a function of the Renyi index α.
with conformal field theory results for a free scalar-field
in continuum[25, 26]. The field theory result for one
eighth of the corner logarithm, with a spherical interface,
is given by the expression[25, 26]
csα =
1
720
(1 + α)(1 + α2)
4α3
. (4)
To analyze the corner entropy, we need to take a deriva-
tive of the series, which converts a logarithmic singular-
ity into a simple pole. We then study this by a sim-
ple Pade approximant biasing the critical point to the
known value. First, consider the large α limit of our se-
ries. We estimate the corner singularity coefficient cs∞
to be 0.00031(4) and 0.00045(8) with 1/λc = 5.15 from
high and low field sides respectively. If we shift the crit-
ical point value to 1/λc = 5.14, we get 0.00032(4) and
0.00041(8) from the high and low field sides respectively.
These values are clearly consistent with the field theory
value of 1
2880
≈ 0.000347. A plot of the α dependence
of csα, as obtained from our series analysis, is shown in
Fig. 6. The results bracket the field theory results from
the two sides except for α = 2, where our analysis gives
a somewhat larger value than the field theory[29]. We
find it quite remarkable that the results from a smooth
spherical boundary in a continuum theory closely approx-
imates a corner calculation on a lattice[24]. In future, it
would be interesting to study such corner entropies on
other 3-dimensional lattices.
In conclusion, in this paper we have calculated the en-
tanglement entropies of the three-dimensional transverse
field Ising model by high and low field series expansions.
Entropies associated with planes, edges and corners in
the boundary are separately calculated. We have pre-
sented evidence that the series results are consistent with
a transition at the physical critical point from both sides.
We have also estimated the coefficients associated with
the logarithmic singularity in the corner term. They are
quite close to 1/8-th of the values obtained in confor-
mal field theory for a spherical surface. This suggests a
universality between lattice and continuum models. The
correspondence between entanglement in lattice statisti-
cal models and continuum field theories deserves further
attention.
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